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Trump steals Presidential Candidate Chance Trahan's Idea Using The Coronavirus
Situation
Sheriff Trahan Has Something To Say About The Rich–Elite Terrorizing The Public
LOS ANGELES - March 21, 2020 - PRLog -- Sheriff Trahan unleashes, "Trump is finessing the
Coronavirus situation. There's actually a corona virus taskforce now here to fight an invisible enemy.
Trump has even sided with Gavin Newsom to "work this thing on out" because he just can't control me.
'Help me look good, Donald!' Signed, Gavin. I'd tell Trump to not negotiate with terrorists, but I forget he's
a terrorist himself. This incumbent guy actually called the corona virus an invisible enemy like he has no
idea that Bill Gates created COVID-19. Who's that creeper that named their coronavirus treatment facilities
my initials? C.B.T.? Also, why use a guy with a jewish accent and expect us to trust him? What is this, a
joke? You're all on stage laughing like clowns!"
"Trump admits that he's directly to blame for this lockdown, which is crashing the stock markets so he can
put-option trade in order to line all their own pockets, while they cut everyone a measly $1k check. When
this is all said and done and you fully understand the truth about this, you're going to hate that man with
every fiber of your being. Terrorizing school children everywhere with mass shootings, whatever he can get
his grubby hands on in order to try to change the world to suit his agenda, not your freedom," adds Trahan.
"Bloomberg and the gang with their big pharma and big tobacco alliance, I mean this game gets no filthier
than this, folks. And this is not to piss you off or bring you down, this is to inform you of the situation that
we've got going on in today's society, this is not opinion folks, these is correlated facts! Speaking of facts!
Bill Gates also threw 100 million at this little thing they calling the corona virus too, trying to shut this
down. Go on and pay your buckets of money to make this whole fiasco you started and have been planning
for the last 40 years stop from sinking your Titanic," Chance says.
Trahan continues, "Lots of people threw money at this virus. Seems everybody can throw millions of
dollars at an invisible enemy, but can't invest a single dollar into fixing the roads across the US."
"That means that lots of people are being extorted, this is a political extortion machine like we've never ever
seen before. People are trying to extort me for crying out loud. I just call their bluff, cuz I'm tired of it.
Actin like they're the first ones to try something like this," Sheriff concludes.
Learn More About Sheriff Chance Trahan: https://chancetrahan.com
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